SMALL WIND PROJECT INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

1. Get net metering agreement with power company
2. Dig wire trench
3. Run wire/conduit from box to bottom of the foundation
4. Dig foundation
5. Run conduit rest of the way – leaving enough wire so you can connect the tower wire to the ground run
6. Lay grounding rod (8’ solid copper) under the foundation (monopole – under each leg for lattice)
7. Assemble SMaRT foundation
8. Set SMaRT foundation in foundation hole – secure with ropes to correct height
9. Pour concrete
10. Allow 3-4 weeks to cure
11. Assemble tower on ground
12. Attach turbine to tower
13. Lift just off the ground
14. Attach blades
15. Connect wiring
16. Raise tower – set down on bolts
17. Final electric connections stuff?
18. Test system
19. Connect to Skyview